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Instructions

There are two sections in this examination paper.

Section A  Concepts and Skills  150 marks  6 questions

Section B  Contexts and Applications  150 marks  3 questions

Answer all nine questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided in this booklet. You will lose marks if you do not do so.
There is space for extra work at the back of the booklet. You may also ask the superintendent for
more paper. Label any extra work clearly with the question number and part.

The superintendent will give you a copy of the Formulae and Tables booklet. You must return it at
the end of the examination. You are not allowed to bring your own copy into the examination.

Marks will be lost if all necessary work is not clearly shown.

Answers should include the appropriate units of measurement, where relevant.

Answers should be given in simplest form, where relevant.

Write the make and model of your calculator(s) here:
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Question 1                                   (25 marks)

Section A    Concepts and Skills      150 marks

Answer all six questions from this section.

A circle has a centre (1, 2) and radius 5.

(b)  Find the points P and Q where the circle cuts the x-axis.

(c)  Verify that the point A(–3, 5) is on the circle. Find the equation of the tangent to the circle at A.

(a)  Find the equation of the circle.



Question 2                                    (25 marks)
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(a)  ABCD is a parallelogram. Find the fourth point C. Draw the parallelogram ABCD on the grid  
 below.

(b)  Find the slope of AD. If BE is perpendicular to AD, find the equation of BE.
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(c)  Find the point of intersection E of BE and AD. Show E is a mid-point of [AD].

(d)  Find the area of parallelogram ABCD using two different methods.
Method 1

Method 2



Question 3                                             (25 marks)

(a)  Plot the curve given by the data in the table below on the grid shown.

x 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
y 8.0 6.0 5.3 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.0

x43.532.521.51
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(b)  Divide the area under the curve into six strips from x = 1 to x = 4.

(c)  Use the trapezoidal rule to estimate the area under the curve from x = 1 to x = 4.
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Question 4                                  (25 marks)

(a)  (i)  State the fundamental principle of counting.

(c)  How many ways can three boys and three girls be arranged in the front row of a class? In how  
 many of the arrangements will the boys be together and the girls be together?

 (ii)  There are five starters, six main courses and four desserts on a restaurant menu. How many  
  ways can you have a three-course meal?

(b)  How many five-digit numbers can be formed from the digits from 0 to 9? How many of these  
 numbers have no digit repeated?



Question 5                                   (25 marks)
An egg producer estimates that during the following year his hens will produce 6 000 000 eggs. He 
also estimates his gain in cents per dozen, after taking into account all of his overheads, is as set out in 
the probability table below.

(d)  If he wanted an expected gain of 12 c per dozen on his total production, to what should he  
 change the estimate of the 8 c per dozen?

(a)  Find x.

(b)  Find his expected gain in cents per dozen.

(c)  What profit does he expect to make on his total production for the year based on this model?

Gain in cent per dozen 20 12 8 4 0 –2
Probability 0.26 x 0.35 0.04 0.03 0.02
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Question 6                                   (25 marks)
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C is the centre of circle s. [AD] is a tangent at A to s and 
[BE] is a chord of s which meets the tangent at D.

(a) If |AB| = |AD|, prove that |BE| = |ED|.

(b) Find ∠EDA .



Question 7                                   (50 marks)

Section B   Contexts and Applications   150 marks

Answer Question 7, Question 8 and Question 9.

(a)  Draw a diagram to represent the tent.

(b)  Find the radius of the base of the cone. 12 m
O

8 m

θ

The net of a conical tent is shown is shown to the right of the page.

(c)  Find the slant height of the cone.

(d)  Find the angle q.
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(g)  Find the volume of air in the tent, to one significant number.

(f)  Find the total area of material required to make the tent, to one decimal place

(e)  Find the curved surface area of the tent, to one decimal place.



A teacher claims that 28% of second level students in Ireland are 178 cm or taller.

(a)  If the heights of 250 students in a school are taken as a simple random sample of all second  
 level students in Ireland, what is the overall margin of error of this sample at the 95% confidence  
 level?

Question 8                                   (35 marks)

(b) If the sample size in part (a) is doubled to 500 students, is the margin of error halved?  
 Give a reason.

(d) Distinguish between the population and the sample.
 In this example state the population and the sample.

(c)  Of the students in the sample in part (a) above, 40 are 178 cm or taller. Is this sufficient  
 evidence to reject the teacher’s claim, at the 5% level of significance?
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Question 9                                   (65 marks)
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Part of the campus of a university is laid out on a grid as shown below. 
Each unit on the grid represents a distance of 20 m. 

The following features are shown:
 • A Science block which students enter through gate A
 • A lake XYZ which is used mainly for canoeing 
 • A central plaza with centre O
 • A student dorm
 • An administration block which is entered by students through gate B

A series of paths, represented by broken lines, links the various places on the campus together.



l

l

(a)  A small part of the grid used to map the campus is shown. 

When converting units of length to metres multiply by a factor of                                  .                     

When converting units squared of area to m2  multiply by a factor of                              .

(b)  Find the areas of the grounds on which the Administration block and the Science block  
 stand by dividing their shapes into smaller shapes whose areas you can calculate. Show your  
 work clearly with all your measurements shown on the shapes below.

Write down the length of the side l: 

Length l =               units =                 m

Write down the area A of the shape: 

Area A =               units squared =                            m2

adminiStration Block

Science Block
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(c)  Find the area of the lake XYZ using the following method:

Lake (    ,     )

(0, 0)

(    ,     )

(d)  (i)  Write in the coordinates of A, the gate to the Science block, O, the centre of the plaza, and  
  B, the gates to the Administration block.

(ii)  Use the formula A x y x y= −1
2 1 2 2 1  to find the area of the lake.

(i)  Translate (slide) the triangle XYZ such that point X lands on the origin (0, 0).  
 On the main grid at the beginning of the question, draw in the new triangle writing in the  
 coordinates of the new points.

(ii)  A student walks from the gate of the Science block to the gate of the Administration block  
 along the path AOB. What distance is this to the nearest metre?

A = (      ,        )

O = (      ,        )

B = (      ,        )



(e)  (i)  Calculate the circumference of the path around the central plaza, to one decimal place.

(ii)  A student leaves the student dorm on her way to the lake to do some canoeing. She walks  
 along the path by the forest towards the plaza. She walks around the circular plaza path in an  
 anticlockwise direction before heading up to the lake at X. Calculate the distance she walked,  
 to one decimal place.

(iii)  Her average walking distance is 2.5 km/h. If she left the dorm at 10:00 am what time did she  
 arrive at X, to the nearest minute?


